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Spectroscopic determination of the water dimer intermolecular
potential-energy surface
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Two polarizable six-dimensional water dimer intermolecular potential surfaces have been
determined by fitting the distributed multipole ASP~anisotropic site potential! potential form to
microwave, terahertz, and midinfrared cavity ringdown (D2O)2 spectra via a rigorous calculation of
the water dimer eigenstates with the PSSH~pseudo-spectral split Hamiltonian! method. The fitted
potentials accurately reproduce most ground-state vibration-rotation-tunneling spectra and yield
excellent second virial coefficients for both H2O and D2O. The calculated dimer structure and
dipole moment are close to those determined from microwave spectroscopy and high levelab initio
calculations, except that the O–O distance~2.952 Å! is significantly shorter than the currently
accepted experimental value. The dimer binding energy~4.85 kcal/mol! is considerably smaller than
the accepted experimental result, but in excellent agreement with recent theoretical results, as are the
acceptor switching and donor–acceptor interchange tunneling barriers and the cyclic water trimer
and tetramer structures and binding energies. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The quest to accurately describe the solid and liq
phases of water has precipitated the development of an e
mous number of effective intermolecular potential surfa
~IPS! for use in computer simulations.1 Such effective poten-
tials are widely and effectively used in many areas of scie
but their limitations are well known, and include a restrict
accuracy and instability when used outside of the parame
ized temperature and pressure range. These limitations
primarily from the unphysical description of the cruci
many-body interactions among water molecules in the po
tial, which are usually expressed only implicitly through t
fitted values of the parameters, although some IPS incl
polarizability–the leading many-body term.

Two approaches have been pursued to improve this s
ation. Ab initio molecular dynamics2 ostensibly transcend
the difficulties in representing the force field, although t
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dispersion interactions are not properly accounted for in
density functional theory underlying the method, where
dispersion is known to constitute ca. 20% of the cohes
energy of liquid water.3 Moreover, computational limitations
restrict these treatments to small ensembles~e.g., 32 or 64
molecules!.4,5 Another approach is to properly separate t
pairwise, three-body, four-body, etc. interactions, while s
keeping a relatively simple potential form that is usable
large scale simulations. This can, in principle, be acco
plished through the detailed spectroscopic investigation
small water clusters, as then-body interactions in water hav
been shown to converge rapidly. In particular, the wa
dimer provides a direct route to the pair potential, the trim
to the three-body interactions, and so on.

This partitioning of then-body interactions can be ac
complished viaab initio calculations,6 however, exchange
repulsion and dispersion forces are notoriously difficult
calculate with sufficient accuracy. Since these terms con
tute a large fraction of the total interaction energy, and sin
they also strongly influence the detailed topology of the I
~e.g., hydrogen bond rearrangement pathways!, it is advanta-
il:
8 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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10149J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 23, 15 June 2002 The water dimer potential energy surface
geous, if not essential, to parameterize~or ‘‘tune’’ ! a poten-
tial against high resolution spectroscopic data.

Inversion of experimental data to produce a quant
tively accurate intermolecular potential surfaces is not a n
idea, although computational limitations have restricted p
vious efforts to weakly bound systems of low dimensiona
such as~1! rare gas~Rg! pairs7 ~one intermolecular degree o
freedom!, ~2! Rg–H2

8 and Rg-hydrogen halides9–12 ~two in-
termolecular degrees of freedom!, ~3! Ar–H2O13,14 and
Ar–NH3

15 ~three intermolecular degrees of freedom!, and~4!
(HCl)2

16 ~four intermolecular degrees of freedom!. The larg-
est difficulty in attempting to invert spectroscopic data
larger systems is that the CPU time generally scales
(O(1000D), whereD is the number of degrees of freedom
Despite such limitations, Olthof, van der Avoird, an
Wormer accomplished an impressive determination of
six-dimensional (NH3)2 /(ND3)2 pair potential by a trial-
and-error variation of some of the exchange-repulsion te
to force agreement with vibration-rotation-tunneling~VRT!
data. The magnitude of the calculation precluded determ
tion of the potential by direct regression analysis, howev
the resulting ‘‘tuned’’ potential reproduces the measu
spectroscopic properties of the ammonia dimer very we17

and reconciles a long standing debate between theory
experiment regarding the nature of hydrogen bonding in
important paradigm.

With the wealth of water dimer VRT data that have be
compiled by our group,18,19 coupled with recent advances
computational methods,20–22 it is now possible to accuratel
calculate the VRT states of a six-dimensional system with
nonlinear least-squares fitting approach. In a recent pub
tion, we described the determination of a water pair poten
by direct regression analysis of the rotational constants,
neling splittings, and intermolecular vibrational frequenc
precisely determined from microwave and terahertz V
spectroscopy of the water dimer.23 The 6D~frozen monomer!
IPS that resulted from this fit, VRT~ASP-W!, represented a
qualitative improvement in the analytical description of t
water dimer potential, and VRT~ASP-W! was also found to
model the ground-state properties of the water trimer
tetramer quite well. Shortly after the publication of th
VRT~ASP-W! potential determination, Groenenboo
et al.24,25 reported their determination of a 6D~frozen mono-
mer! water dimer IPS, effected by ‘‘tuning’’ the high qualit
ab initio surface of Maset al.26,27 to achieve agreement wit
the (H2O)2 VRT data. Their IPS is of comparable accura
to that of VRT~ASP-W!, and actually describes some pro
erties better.

Due to limited computing resources, our VRT~ASP-W!
fit was made tractable by truncating the induction terms
first-order. For the description of the dimer, this results in
small error in the IPS description. However, due to t
many-body nature of the induction term, this error is co
pounded in larger clusters. Improvements in both the fitt
code and computational resources now permit us to refit
dimer potential with converged self-consistent induction o
reasonable time scale. Six new terahertz transitions have
been included in this improved fit using the ASP-
potential.18 The ASP-W was chosen over the newer ASP-W
Downloaded 25 Jun 2002 to 128.32.220.140. Redistribution subject to A
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and ASP-W4 since it produces perfect agreement with
second viral coefficient and behaves quite similarly to
two newer versions. Additionally, these parameterizatio
were not available in Fortran, which presented computatio
problems. The present paper describes the determination
thorough testing of an improved water dimer potenti
VRT~ASP-W!II. A second fit was subsequently performe
using some data that was excluded from the VRT~ASP-W!II
fit ~Acceptor Wag transitions!,18 as well as two new dono
torsions transitions that were measured since the VRT~ASP-
W!II fit was performed. This newest dimer potential-ener
surface, called VRT~ASP-W!III, constitutes a slight refine-
ment over its predecessors. We present both new IPS
because version II was tested much more thoroughly aga
larger clusters and second virial coefficient data, all of wh
was highly computationally demanding and thus did not p
mit us to repeat the calculations for the refined IPS.

II. METHODS

A. Theoretical aspects

In previous publications20–22we discussed the method o
calculating the VRT states of the water dimer in a s
dimensional fully coupled dynamical formalism. For com
pleteness we briefly summarize the method. The Hamilton
expressed in scattering coordinates is

H52
\2

2mAB

]2

]R2 1H rot
~A!1H rot

~B!1V~R,V~A!,V~B!!

1
1

2mABR2 $J21 j222j•J%.

Here m is the cluster reduced mass,H rot are the monomer
Hamiltonians,V is the potential in terms of center-of-mas
separation~R!, and Euler angles~V!, J is the cluster angular
momentum, andj is the sum of the monomer angular m
menta (jA1 jB). The basis comprises Wigner functions d
scribing the monomer and cluster angular components
sine functions for the radial component. To evaluate the
tion of the Hamiltonian, we use the PSSH method, wher
the kinetic-energy terms are evaluated analytically and
potential energy is determined by means of Gaussian qua
tures on a six-dimensional grid. This method allows us
avoid dealing explicitly with the Hamiltonian matrix
(O(N6)). The lowest eigenvalues/eigenvectors of interest
obtained iteratively by a Lanczos recursion scheme.

The size of the basis is defined by the range of the
lowed monomer quantum numbers and the number of ra
sine functions. A monomer basis ofj max5kmax5vmax510
and a radial basis of ten elementary sine functions is su
cient to converge the absolute energies to,0.2 cm21 and the
relative energies to,0.02 cm21 in the ground state. For the
remaining discussion, we will assume thatj max5kmax5vmax

is always true and will refer to the basis size by quoting
j max value.

B. Experimental data

Since the first high resolution microwave study
(H2O)2 in 1977 by Dyke and Muenter28 there have been a
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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number of published reports on radio frequency, microwa
terahertz~far-IR!, and mid-IR spectra of (H2O)2 , (D2O)2 ,
and mixed isotope water dimers which provide an accu
characterization of the ground state for the various iso
pomers of this cluster.29–39 At present, there exist hundred
of precisely measured transitions in the microwave and
IR, as described in Papers I18 and II.19 Because there ar
three distinct rearrangement pathways that can exchang
positions of the hydrogens within the dimer without breaki
covalent bonds, each rovibrational state of the homodime
split into six distinct VRT states ifuKu50, or ten distinct
VRT states ifuKu.0 ~see Ref. 18!. Schematics of the order
ing of the VRT states forJ50 in the ground state are pre
sented in Fig. 1. The dimer equilibrium structure determin
in this work is shown in Fig. 2.

For (D2O)2 , the ground-state interchange and bifurc
tion tunneling splittings have been characterized to
31026 ~ca. 1 MHz! accuracy in microwave exper
iments31,32,35and the acceptor switching tunneling splitting
known to within 1 GHz.39 Less detailed information is avail
able for (H2O)2 due to a lack of experimental data as a res
of unfavorable spin statistics.

At the time that the work described in this paper w

FIG. 1. The effect of the three tunneling motions on lowest-energy w
dimer rovibrational state with labeled splittings. The symmetry label
scheme is determined from Permutation Inversion group theory~Ref. 29!.
These labels describe the symmetry of the different water dimer tunne
wave functions. The splitting or shift of the VRT states is inversely rela
to the tunneling barriers. Acceptor Switching, which has the smallest bar
causes each rovibrational state to be split into two:A1 andB1 . Interchange
tunneling further splits each of those states into three. Bifurcation tunne
which has the highest barrier, causes a small shift of theE2/1 states but
does not cause further splitting because the first two motions have alr
resolved all the available states. The unbracketed labels apply to theJ50
state of the ground state or symmetric (A8) vibrational modes. The labels in
parentheses apply to theJ50 states of antisymmetric (A9) vibrational
modes. ForKÞ0 states,K-type asymmetry doubling causes each state to
split again~on the order of unit MHz! so that all ten symmetries are permi
ted for eachJ level. Each of the three sets of states~e.g.,A1

1/E1/B1
1 and

A2
2/E2/B2

2! produced by interchange tunneling is called an ‘‘interchan
triplet.’’ Interchange triplets are conveniently referenced by the numeral s
script of the constituent states. For example, theA1

1/E1/B1
1 interchange

triplet is also labeled as ‘‘1.’’
Downloaded 25 Jun 2002 to 128.32.220.140. Redistribution subject to A
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commenced, we had accumulated spectra describing fu
mental intermolecular vibrations of (D2O)2 at 65, 83, 90,
and 104 cm21.18,36,37 Within the 83 cm21 band, bothuKu
50,1 manifolds have been completely measured. The
cm21 band hasA8 vibrational symmetry and is believed to b
the n8 acceptor bend. Characterization of the 65 cm21, A9,
n12 donor torsion is also now complete. New data from t
65 cm21 and 90 cm21 bands were included in the present
that were not in the original VRT~ASP-W!II fit.

Our understanding of (H2O)2 is much less complete. We
have observed bands at 87, 102, 103, 108, 120, and
cm21.19 Unfortunately, all the (H2O)2 bands are heavily per
turbed~presumably due to strong Coriolis coupling30!, which
has hindered efforts to properly characterize these far
bands.

Because of the more limited (H2O)2 data, we decided to
concentrate exclusively on determining a (D2O)2 potential
via a nonlinear least-squares fit of the available spectrosc
data. A secondary goal of this work is to ‘‘bootstrap’’ th
measurement and assignment of both (D2O)2 and (H2O)2

VRT data so that we eventually have a complete set of
allowed and precisely measured transitions for all iso
pomers of the water dimer.

C. Form of the potential surface

We have investigated a number of water potential form
including SPC,40 polarizable SPC,41 TIP4P,42 ST2,43 MCY,44

MCY-KW,45 SW,46 NEMO,47 ASP-S,48 and ASP-W,48 and
have found ASP-W to best reproduce the VRT data and s
ond virial coefficients in 6D frozen monomer calculations.
ASP-W, the interaction energy between water molecule
expressed as the sum of electrostatic, short-range repul
induction, and dispersion terms. The potential is parame
ized using the perturbation theory~IMPT! of Hayes and
Stone.49 This scheme accounts for the overlap of the mon
mer wave functions and the Pauli antisymmetry princip
from the outset. At long range, the electrostatic interaction

Ees5 (
aPA

(
bPB

Qt
aTtu

abQu
b ,

wheret andu label the multipoles andTtu
ab is an interaction

function, depending on the distance and relative orienta
of the molecules. TheQt

a andQu
b terms are spherical multi

poles distributed on oxygen and hydrogen atoms fitted to
electronic density calculated at the MP2 level. The mu
poles are truncated to quadrupole on the oxygens and

r

g
d
r,

g,

dy

e

b-

FIG. 2. The water dimer equilibrium structure determined in this work
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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10151J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 23, 15 June 2002 The water dimer potential energy surface
pole on the hydrogens. The electrostatic energy at s
range, where wave function overlap causes the multipole
pansion to break down, is accounted for by the penetra
energy

Epen5E~ IMPT!2Ees,

whereEes is the electrostatic energy in the long range fo
malism andE(IMPT) is the total electrostatic energy, whic
includes the long-range contribution and short-range cor
tions.Epen is absorbed in the exchange repulsion term.

Exchange repulsion is fitted to the functional form

Eer5 (
aPA

(
bPB

e2aab~Rab2rab~V!!,

with Rab the distance between sitea of moleculeA and site
b of moleculeB, aab a hardness parameter depending on
site pair, andrab(V) an orientation-dependent parameter d
scribing the effective size of the atoms. The expanded fo
of r for a single site is

ra~u,f!5(
lk

r lk
a Clk~u,f!,

whereClk are renormalized spherical harmonics and with
site-site interaction term formed as

rab~V!5ra~V!1rb~V!.

The induction energy is also determined by IMPT and
rameterized as single site oxygen centered polarization
sor with a multipole expansion up to octopole. At sho
range, overlap effects are modeled by Tang–Toennies da
ing functionsf n(R):

f n~R!512e2aR(
k50

n
~aR!k

k!
.

The induction energy is found by

Eind5
1

2 (
A

(
BÞA

DQt
aTtu

abf n~Rab!
1/2Qu

b ,

and

DQt8
a852 (

BÞA
a t8t

a8aTtu
abf n8~Ra8b!1/2~Qu

b1DQu
b!,

where Qt
a are permanent multipoles of moleculeA, DQt

a

induced multipoles of moleculeA, a t8t
a8a the polarizability

tensor,Rab the distance between the sites concerned, and
index n or n8 of the damping function equal to 2l 112l 2

12 for the interaction between multipoles of rankl 1 andl 2 .
With the inclusion ofDQu

b, we are making the assumptio
that the induction energy is determined iteratively. In Mill
and Stone’s original formulation, induction is not iterated
self-consistency but is instead computed by a single p
through the induction routine to reduce the execution tim
Millot and Stone find that with a single pass, the inducti
energy is within 10% of the fully converged value.48 In our
earlier determination of the VRT~ASP-W! surface,23 we em-
ployed their first-order approach, but for the present calcu
tions we iterate the induction energy to full convergence. T
polarizability tensor is determined at the SCF level a
Downloaded 25 Jun 2002 to 128.32.220.140. Redistribution subject to A
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scaled so thataxx , ayy , andazz replicate the experimenta
values of 10.311, 9.549, and 9.907 a.u., respectively.

Millot and Stone48 explain that the IMPT method is no
very accurate at determining the dispersion energy and
this reason they employ the dispersion coefficients of R
and Wormer.50 These values are calculated using t
Casimir–Polder integral51 with frequency dependent polariz
abilities derived by a double perturbation technique that
counts for intermolecular and intramolecular correlatio
Dispersion termsC6 throughC10 are fitted to a single cente
multipole expansion on the water monomer center-of-ma
The dispersion energy is found in ASP as

Edisp52 (
n56

10

(
l AkAl BkBL

Cn
l AkAl BkBL

Rn

3Al AkAl BkBL~vA ,vB ,v! f n~R!,

where R is the distance between the centers-of-ma
Cn

l AkAl BkBL is a dispersion coefficient,Al AkAl BkB
(va ,vb ,v) a

function of the orientationva andvb of the two molecules
in space andv specifying the orientation of the intermolecu
lar vector, andf n(R) a Tang–Toennies damping function
Throughout this work, the monomer geometry is fixed at
equilibrium structure of ,HOH5104.52° and ROH

50.9572 Angstroms. This neglects the slight elongation
the donor O–H bond lengths and the slight distortion of
H–O–Hbond angle that accompanies hydrogen-bond form
tion.

D. Least-squares fit

The fully coupled six-dimensional PSSH calculation w
embedded in a standard nonlinear least-squares fitting
tine ~Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm!.52 The matrix of de-
rivatives is determined via the Hellman–Feynman theore

]E

]pi
5 K CU ]V

]pi
UC L ,

where pi is the i th parameter of potentialV and C is an
eigenvector. One-sided numerical derivatives are used to
termine the elements of thedV/dpi grid. The eigenvectors
are also used as Lanczos seed vectors for the subseq
calls to the energy routine. If the potential is only slight
perturbed between fitting iterations, using the eigenvec
saved from the previous iteration as seed vectors can re
the required number of Lanczos iterations by as much
50%. For the angular basis we used functions up toj max

510 and for the radial basis we used a range of 4.00–8
au. We contracted ten elementary sine functions using
HEG scheme22 and retained six contracted functions for th
energy calculation. With this basis, we can converge the lo
est J50,1 eigenstate of a single symmetry to with
61025 cm21 in approximately 1 hour on a 733 MHz Pen
tium III computer. The total time to calculate the energies
all theJ50 andJ51 symmetries up to 150 cm21 above the
lowest eigenstate is then on the order of 12 hours.

As previously noted, the number of observed (D2O)2

microwave and terahertz transitions number is very lar
Certainly, one would like to use as much experimental d
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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as possible to rigorously constrain the water dimer IP
However, a number of factors preclude the use of these c
plete data, including:

1! Memory constraints limit our fit toJ5K<1.
2! Most of the observed transitions are highly correlat

that is, only a small subset provide unique information w
respect to the shape of the water dimer IPS.

3! The positions of theE states with respect to theA/B
states in a given interchange triplet characterize the bifu
tion tunneling. These shifts of theE states, however, are ver
small, ca. 5 MHz in the ground state. This is smaller than
convergence properties of our calculation and so these s
are unable to provide useful constraints on the ground-s
bifurcation tunneling.

4! In order to use experimentally determined tunnelin
splitting data characteristic of a given vibrational band,
calculated eigenstates must be assigned to distinct vibrati
modes. Presently, we do not have a reliable method to a
matically make the vibrational assignments. Fortunat
symmetry restrictions on theKa50 states allow us to assig
individual Ka50 states to eitherA8 or A9 vibrational sym-
metry. For example, in anA8 mode, the allowed symmetrie
for J5Ka50 areA1

1/E1/B1
1/A2

2/E2/B2
2 . Since there are

no symmetry restrictions on theKa>1 states, i.e., all pos
sible A/E/B symmetries are observed regardless of the
brational symmetry, assignment of individual states to s
cific vibrational bands becomes difficult. If two or mor

TABLE I. Nonzero real components of the atomic multipole moments of
water molecule~spherical tensors in atomic units! at the MP2 level.

Oxygen
Q00 20.675 363
Q10 0.095 022
Q20 20.061 205 Q22c 0.644 597

Hydrogen
Q00 0.337 681
Q10 20.072 850 82 Q11c 0.002 487 997 9
Downloaded 25 Jun 2002 to 128.32.220.140. Redistribution subject to A
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bands are nearly degenerate, it becomes impossible to a
these states to a unique vibrational mode. As the reader
see, there are three nearly degenerate bands clustered a
80 cm21 in the (D2O)2 spectra that currently prevent us fro
using the excited state manifold in the fit.

With these considerations in mind, we find that we c
capture the most salient features of the water dimer IPS
calculating the following symmetries forJ50 andJ51:

J50 A1
1/B1

1/A1
2/B1

2/A2
1/B2

1/A2
2/B2

2

J51 A1
2/B1

2/A2
1/B2

1/A2
2/B2

2 .

Using this reduced set of eigenstates reduces the compu
time and memory requirements considerably. The data u
in the fit consist of 30 microwave and far-IR transitions
well as tunneling splittings precisely derived from spec
~Table VII!.

The ASP-W potential form is quite sophisticated and
tempts to describe the four contributions to the intermole
lar forces~i.e., electrostatic, exchange-repulsion, dispersi
and induction! with unprecedented accuracy. The potent
consists of 72 parameters, not counting the terms that
scribe the~frozen! monomer geometry. If we remove th
electrostatic terms~determined at the MP2 level of theory!
and the induction terms~scaled to experimental data! as con-
stants, there are still 501 parameters describing dispersio
exchange-repulsion, and damping terms in the model.

Due to computational limitations, it is not feasible to
all of the remaining parameters so we must be judicious
our selection. In our previous IPS determinations, we fou
that the spectroscopic properties are most sensitive to
details of the exchange-repulsion.23 In the original effort, we
fit VRT~ASP-W! by adjusting a total of eight exchange
repulsion parameters and produced a surface that satisf
rily described most observed VRT spectra, second virial
efficients, and water dimer, trimer, and tetramer ground-s
structures. As mentioned previously, the potential fit requi
two important approximations to reduce computational tim
truncating the number of retained HEG DVR points that d

e

TABLE II. Parameters for the exchange-repulsion-penetration energy:a ~bohr21!, r0 andr lk ~bohr!.

Oxygen–Oxygen

aOO 2.002 732 p0
OO 5.639 166

Oxygen–Hydrogen

aOH 1.980 393 p0
OO 4.723 144

Hydrogen–Hydrogen

aHH 1.929 894 p0
HH 3.824 493

Oxygen anisotropy

rO
10 0.194 693

rO
20 20.395 620 rO

22c 0.099 227
rO

30 0.360 409 rO
32c 20.204 826

rO
40 20.117 409 rO

42c 0.070 905

Hydrogen anisotropy

rH
10 20.402 480 rH

11c 20.281 719
rH

20 0.006 327 rH
21c 20.143 812 rH

22c 0.032 326
rH

30 0.068 294 rH
31c 0.074 584 rH

32c 0.026 826 rH
33c 0.142 389
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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scribe the radial degree of freedom and truncating the i
ated induction of VRT~ASP-W! to just one iteration. Even
with these approximations, the total fitting time on thr
IBM RS6000/590’s was about six months.

With recent performance improvements in the fitti
code, we have been able to refit the potential with twice
many HEG points and with converged iterated induction
produce a more complete description of the water dimer I
VRT~ASP-W!II. Additionally, we reduced the number of fit
ted parameters, which govern the exchange-repulsion for
from eight to four. Subsequently, further improvements w
made on ASP-W by including five additional VRT transitio
~corresponding to the acceptor wag and donor torsion! and
fitting six exchange-repulsion parameters, which has resu
in a third IPS, VRT~ASP-W!III. DQMC calculations to de-
termine De , average orientations of the dimer, and oth

TABLE III. ParametersCn( l 1 ,l 2 , j ,k1 ,k2) ~mHartree bohrn! for the disper-
sion energy of the water dimer.

n l 1 l 2 j k1 k2 Cn( l 1 ,l 2 , j ,k1 ,k2)

6 0 0 0 0 0 48793.883
6 2 0 2 2c 0 2009.963
6 2 2 4 2c 2c 265.308
6 2 0 2 0 0 140.963
7 1 0 1 0 0 2981 57.112
7 3 0 3 2c 0 2215 53.319
7 3 0 3 0 0 11403.674
8 0 0 0 0 0 1 227482.6
8 1 1 2 0 0 177141.8
8 2 0 2 2c 0 83 283.1
8 2 0 2 0 0 76265.5
8 4 0 4 2c 0 64 190.5
8 1 1 0 0 0 255 356.8
8 3 3 6 2c 2c 48 697.6
8 4 0 4 0 0 247 004.7
8 3 1 4 2c 0 42 175.4
9 1 0 1 0 0 23 092 989.3
9 3 0 3 2c 0 21 636 942.3
9 3 0 3 0 0 827472.5
10 0 0 0 0 0 32 357 365
10 1 1 2 0 0 6 506 211
10 4 0 4 2c 0 4 842 514
10 4 0 4 0 0 23 702 016
10 3 1 4 2c 0 3 699 920
10 2 0 2 0 0 2 491 946
10 1 1 0 0 0 22 277 173
10 2 0 2 2c 0 1 995 054
10 3 3 6 2c 2c 1 888 239
10 3 1 4 0 0 21 871 071

TABLE IV. Single-site polarizabilities of the water molecule up to rank 2
real spherical tensor notation~atomic units!. a l2k2,l1k1 is equal toa l1k1,l2k2 .
The origin of the sites is the oxygen atoms.

l 1 k1 l 2 k2 a l1k1l2k2 l 1 k1 l 2 k2 a l1k1l2k2

1 0 1 0 9.907 2 0 2 0 29.871
1 0 2 0 24.249 2 0 2 2c 20.425
1 0 2 2c 24.409 2 1c 2 1c 52.566
1 1c 1 1c 10.311 2 1s 2 1s 28.179
1 1c 2 1c 211.920 2 2c 2 2c 37.273
1 1s 1 1s 9.549 2 2s 2 2s 31.449
1 1s 2 1s 23.575
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properties were only performed on VRT~ASP-W!II. Hence,
both it and VRT~ASP-W!III are presented in this paper, an
VRT~ASP-W!III is presented as a refined version
VRT~ASP-W!II.

The total fitting time was reduced to approximate
seven days on a Pentium III 733 MHz workstation. The v
ues of the original ASP-W potential are given in Tables I–I
The fitted parameters and correlation matrices for both fit
potentials are given in Tables V and VI. Readers will noti
that most of the constants presented in these tables d
from those in the original ASP-W potential reported by M
lot and Stone.48 The differences are explained as follows:
the ASP-W computer code provided by Millot and Stone, t
electrostatic multipole moments are expanded through qu
rupole on the oxygens and dipole on the hydrogens, howe
in the original Millot and Stone article, they reported m
ments expanded to octopole. Table I contains the numb
for the moments as actually found in the code. Additiona
the original article reported the unscaled induction term
The correct terms~i.e., those used in the code!, scaled to
duplicate experimental measurements, are presented in T
IV.

III. RESULTS

A. VRT states

As shown in Tables VII and VIII, the (D2O)2 and
(H2O)2 VRT sublevels in the ground vibrational state a
reproduced quite well by both IPS, and many band orig
and tunneling splittings are within the 0.02 cm21 ~600 mHz!
uncertainty of the SWPS code for the given basis. The g
agreement between theory and experiment is more appa
when one examines those states not actually included in
fit. As mentioned previously, we are currently unable
specify normal mode composition of the calculated exci
vibrational states, so the vibrational assignments are ba
primarily upon the close proximity of predicted states to e
perimental states with appropriate symmetry. Figures 3 an
are plots of theJ50 states for VRT~ASP-W!II and experi-
ment for both (D2O)2 and (H2O)2 . The predicted VRT
states of the original ASP-W potential have already be
described.22,23 As discussed in Papers I and II, the inte
change splittings are too small to resolve in the energy s

TABLE V. The fitted exchange-repulsion-penetration constants
VRT~ASP-W!II ~a! and III ~b!. Uncertainties are listed in parentheses. T
original ~unfitted! values are listed in Table II.

~a! VRT~ASP-W!II
rO

10 0.164 538 57
rO

20 20.432 959 98
rO

22c 0.029 803 192
rO

32c 20.184 800 385

~b! VRT~ASP-W!III
aOO 2.108 14
rO

10 0.171 824
rO

20 20.429 006
rO

22c 0.039 300 5
rO

30 0.335 563
rO

32c 20.157 307
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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of Figs. 3 and 4, so each triplet is drawn as a single line
given the label ‘‘1’’ or ‘‘2’’ ~i.e., theA1

1/E/B1
1 triplet is la-

beled as ‘‘1’’!.
Presented in Table VII and Fig. 4 are the predictedJ

50 (D2O)2 VRT~ASP-W!II states and experimental result
Included in Table VII are the VRT~ASP-W!III results, as
well as a comparison to the SAPT5st potential, recently p
lished by Groenenboomet al.24,25 Experimental data in-
cluded in both of the potential determinations are deno
with an asterisk, and data included only in the VRT~ASP-
W!III fit are denoted by a double asterisk. As seen both in

TABLE VI. The correlation matrix of the VRT~ASP-W!II fit ~a! and the
VRT~ASP-W!III fit ~b!.

~a! VRT~ASP-W!II
rO

10 rO
20 rO

22c rO
32c

rO
10 1.00

rO
20 20.94 1.00

rO
22c 0.77 20.82 1.00

rO
32c 0.43 20.14 20.15 1.00

~b! VRT~ASP-W!III
aOO rO

10 rO
20 rO

22c rO
30 rO

32c

aOO 1.00
rO

10 20.99 1.00
rO

20 0.644 20.66 1.00
rO

22c 0.69 20.71 0.96 1.00
rO

30 0.57 20.57 20.23 20.17 1.00
rO

32c 20.89 0.93 20.40 20.52 20.74 1.00
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plot, and very clearly in Table VII, both VRT~ASP-W!II and
VRT~ASP-W!III accurately describe those VRT data in
cluded in the fits, which includes the ground state tunnel
splittings, the location of the 65 cm21 band upper inter-
change triplet~‘‘1’’ at 75 cm21!, the location of the ‘‘1’s’’
interchange triplet at 104 cm21, and the location of the 83
cm21 band. However, the predicted ordering of the ‘‘1’s’’ an
‘‘2’s’’ of the 83 cm21 band is reversed for both potential
that is, VRT~ASP-W!II and III predict that ‘‘2’’ is closer to
the ground state than ‘‘1,’’ while the opposite has been fou
by experiment. This incorrect ordering is also predicted
the original ASP-W, but is correctly described by th
‘‘tuned’’ SAPT5st potential. We attempted to reverse this
dering by the adjustment of various combinations of the
tential’s constants, but were unable rectify this artifact. T
source of this problem is currently unresolved, but could
due to overstructuring in the ASP-W potential form, or to t
lack of intra- to intermolecular vibrational couplin
@VRT~ASP-W!II and III assume rigid water monomers#.
VRT~ASP-W!II and III both correctly predict the interchang
triplet ordering of the 65 cm21 band as well as the very larg
acceptor switching splitting~10.68 and 13.19 cm21 predicted
respectively, 15.8 cm21 observed!. VRT~ASP-W!II also
models the tunneling splittings of the 90 cm21 band with
acceptable accuracy, although the predicted band cent
approximately 10 cm21 too low. Interestingly, portions of the
band had been observed a number of years ago in our l
TABLE VII. Comparison of VRT~ASP-W!II and III predictions with SAPT5st and experimental results for (D2O)2 ~cm21!. Band Origin~1/2! is the band
origin n0 of the 1’s or 2’s interchange triplet derived from the fit of the VRT spectra to the energy level expression. Interchange~1/2! is the interchange
splitting of interchange triplet 1 or 2. Acceptor Switching is the absolute acceptor switching tunneling splitting. These splittings are illustrated in Fig. 1.
Experimental data included in the VRT~ASP-W!II fit are marked with an asterix, and data included in the VRT~ASP-W!III fit are denoted with a double
asterisk. Unobserved or data not yet analyzed are denoted with a dash.

Ground State Acceptor Wag (n8)

VRT~ASP-W!II VRT ~ASP-W!III SAPT5st Experiment VRT~ASP-W!II VRT ~ASP-W!III SAPT5st Experiment
Band Origin~1! 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 82.82 83.76 89.82 82.64**
Band Origin~2! 1.77 1.65 1.69 1.77* 80.98 82.83 95.03 84.40**
Interchange~1! 0.04 0.02 0.0393 0.04* 0.16 0.06 0.15 0.13*
Interchange~2! 0.04 0.02 0.0385 0.04* 0.07 0.04 0.23 0.11*

Acceptor
Switching

1.77 1.65 1.69 1.77* 21.83 20.93 5.21 1.76

Donor Torsion (n12) Acceptor Twist (n11)

VRT~ASP-W!II VRT ~ASP-W!III SAPT5st Experiment VRT~ASP-W!II VRT ~ASP-W!III SAPT5st Experiment
Band Origin~1! 74.74 78.50 76.26 75.38* 83.08 93.46 93.78 92.91**
Band Origin~2! 64.06 64.93 60.13 59.59** 74.35 88.62 91.98 90.37**
Interchange~1! 0.53 0.08 0.10 0.33* 0.12 0.24 0.8407 0.43
Interchange~2! 0.06 0.02 0.11 0.27 0.67 0.32 0.9965 0.44

Acceptor
Switching

10.68 13.57 16.13 15.81 8.74 4.84 1.80 2.54

In-plane Bend (n6) O–O Stretch (n7)

VRT~ASP-W!II VRT ~ASP-W!III SAPT5st Experiment VRT~ASP-W!II VRT ~ASP-W!III SAPT5st Experiment
Band Origin~1! 103.94 108.93 107.32 104.24* 130.03 149.41 144.44 ¯

Band Origin~2! 129.80 132.86 140.50 ¯ 137.62 153.71 150.88 ¯

Interchange~1! 0.38 0.05 0.6905 0.78* 5.64 0.13 1.399 ¯

Interchange~2! 3.97 0.27 0.1312 ¯ 1.94 5.23 0.0175 ¯

Acceptor
Switching

25.86 23.93 33.19 ¯ 7.60 4.30 6.44 ¯
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE VIII. Comparison of VRT~ASP-W!II and III predictions with SAPT5st experimental results for (H2O)2 ~cm21!. See Table VII for details. Unlike the
(D2O)2 data, the acceptor switching splitting has not been determined experimentally so the quoted experimental values are relative to the grounr
example, for then8 band, it has been confirmed that the acceptor switching splitting of vibrational mode is 10.2 cm21 smaller than that of the ground state
~The predicted acceptor switching splitting in the ground state is 11.53 cm21.!

Ground State Acceptor Wag (n8)

VRT~ASP-W!II VRT ~ASP-W!III SAPT5st Experiment VRT~ASP-W!II VRT ~ASP-W!III SAPT5st Experiment
Band Origin~1! 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 108.74 108.17 113.39 107.93
Band Origin~2! 11.86 10.67 11.18 11.18 99.50 99.93 110.00 97.71
Interchange~1! 0.60 0.36 0.72 0.75 2.44 1.14 2.60 2.95
Interchange~2! 0.59 0.39 0.65 0.65 20.27 0.02 0.65 0.02

Acceptor
Switching

11.86 10.67 11.18 11.18 29.23 28.24 23.39 210.20

Donor Torsion (n12) Acceptor Twist (n11)

VRT~ASP-W!II VRT ~ASP-W!III SAPT5st Experiment VRT~ASP-W!II VRT ~ASP-W!III SAPT5st Experiment
Band Origin~1! 110.66 118.19 118.26 ¯ 130.46 136.31 132.43 ¯

Band Origin~2! 69.76 73.28 64.52 64.44 106.55 121.02 120.97 120.19
Interchange~1! 4.12 1.54 3.05 1.11 0.70 2.40 4.99 ¯

Interchange~2! 1.33 0.397 1.72 2.54 6.84 4.92 10.36 9.39
Acceptor
Switching

40.91 44.91 64.92 ¯ 23.71 15.29 11.46 ¯

In-plane Bend (n6) O–O Stretch (n7)

VRT~ASP-W!II VRT ~ASP-W!III SAPT5st Experiment VRT~ASP-W!II VRT ~ASP-W!III SAPT5st Experiment
Band Origin~1! 133.69 138.46 134.37 ¯ 138.67 148.90 ¯ ¯

Band Origin~2! 150.83 152.65 148.22 ;103.1 178.42 186.12 ¯ 142.44
Interchange~1! 7.88 0.452 8.25 ¯ 1.81 2.47 ¯ ¯

Interchange~2! 2.33 0.519 0.56 ¯ 20.05 8.49 ¯ 1.88
Acceptor
Switching

17.14 14.19 22.08 ¯ 39.74 37.22 ¯ ¯
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pr
ratory but were not attributed to a fundamental vibration
(D2O)2 . Prompted in part by the predictions given here, o
of us ~L.B.! reinvestigated the original spectra and disco
ered the vibration at 90 cm21 within this data set. These tw

FIG. 3. The ordering of theJ50 VRT states below 150 cm21 of (D2O)2

water dimer calculated using VRT~ASP-W!II, compared to measuredJ50
states. Shown are the upper and lower A/E/B interchange triplets segre
by A8 or A9 vibrational symmetry~Fig. 1!. On the scale of this plot, the
individual interchange triplets are only partially resolvable, therefore,
symmetry labels for individual levels have been omitted for clarity. T
asterisk denotes states included in the fit. Vibrational assignments to ex
mental data are, GS-ground state,n6-in-plane bend,n7-O–O stretch,
n8-acceptor wag,n11-acceptor twist, andn12-donor torsion. See Secs. I an
II for explanation of these assignments. Vibrational assignment of the
dicted states is not implemented in the fitting program.
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band centers were then used in the fit for VRT~ASP-W!III,
which accordingly shows an improvement in their predict
location.

Comparison of the VRT~ASP-W! fits with SAPT5st
shows that the two agree quite well. The SAPT5st poten
makes remarkably accurate predictions of tunneling sp
tings and band origins of (D2O)2 , considering that it was
only ‘‘tuned’’ to fit the (H2O)2 acceptor tunneling
splitting.24,25However, it predicts a band origin for the ‘‘1’s’
that is over 7 cm21 too high, and a band center for the ‘‘2’s

ted

e

ri-

e-
FIG. 4. The ordering of theJ50 VRT states below 180 cm21 of (H2O)2

calculated using VRT~ASP-W!II are compared to measuredJ50 states. See
Fig. 3 for details.
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TABLE IX. A comparison of the ground-state properties of (D2O)2 and tunneling barriers of the IPS.

Ground-State Water Dimer Properties
Expt.a VRT~ASP-W!II vib

b VRT~ASP-W!II eq
b VRT~ASP-W!III Ab initioc ASP-Wd

De @kcal/mol# 5.40~0.5! ¯ 4.85 4.92 5.05 4.69
D0 @kcal/mol# 3.66~0.5! 3.40 ¯ 3.47 ¯ ¯

ROO @A# 2.976~0.00,20.03! 2.99~20! 2.952 ¯ 2.953 2.972
ua @deg# 57~10! 45.1~3! 48.5 ¯ 56.0 64.6
ud @deg# 51~10! 58.9~2! 49.9 ¯ 59.1 44.5
A @GHz# 124.9 121.9 115.3 ¯ ¯ ¯

(B1C)/2 @GHz# 5.433 5.268 5.473 ¯ ¯ ¯

~B–C! @BHz# 33.11 25.81 13.91 ¯ ¯ ¯

ma @Debye# 2.60 2.51~10! 2.70~10! ¯ ¯ ¯

Tunneling Barriers@cm21#
VRT~ASP-W!II vib

b SAPT-5st Ab initioe Ab initiof ASP-W

Switching @cm21# 154 222 164 175 277
Interchange@cm21# 229 248 192 204 149
Bifurcation @cm21# 430 685 563 476 484

aTheB andC rotational constants and dipole moment were measured by microwave and Stark experiments of Odutola and Dyke~Ref. 53!. Using these data
in conjunction with measurements for other dimer isotopes, they derived the equilibrium structure parametersROO, ud , andua using a constrained mode
~rigid monomers!. The structure parameters are defined in Fig. 2. TheA rotation constant is estimated from the far-IR measurements of Karyakinet al. ~Ref.
35!. The equilibrium and zero-point dissociation energies are from the thermal conductivity experiments of Curtisset al. ~Ref. 58!.

bThe VRT~ASP-W! vibrationally averaged structure was determined by the DQMC method. The rotational constants were calculated using fixed m
geometries of/HOH5104.52° and ROH50.9572 A and massesD52.014 102 2 andO515.994 915. Note the excellent agreement between the experim
tal observables,A, (B1C)/2, B–C, andma ~dipole moment projected on the principal axis!, which are model independent, and the vibrationally averag
values predicted by VRT~ASP-W!.

cHigh level ab initio calculations of Mas and Szalewicz using Symmetry Adapted Perturbation Theory~Ref. 56!.
dThe original ASP-W potential of Millot and Stone~Ref. 48!. The principal tunneling barriers of the VRT~ASP-W! and ASP-W surfaces are compared
SAPT-5st results, as well as toab initio results of Smithet al. ~Ref. 63! and Wales~Ref. 65!. The VRT~ASP-W! and ASP-W barriers were found with th
Orient program~Ref. 61!. Ab initio calculations were performed at the MP2 level with counterpoise corrections to improve accuracy.

eReference 63.
fReference 65.
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that is over 10 cm21 too high. Both of these band origins a
predicted to ca. 2 cm21 by VRT~ASP-W!II and III. It should
also be noted that VRT~ASP-W!III and SAPT5st make strik-
ingly similar predictions for band origins that have yet to
observed experimentally, namely, that for ‘‘2’s’’ of the in
plane bend, and those for both the ‘‘1’s’’ and ‘‘2’s’’ of th
O–O Stretch.

The match between (H2O)2 states predicted by
VRT~ASP-W!II and experiment is reasonably good, cons
ering that no (H2O)2 VRT data were actually used in the fi
~see Table VIII and Fig. 4!. There is a good corresponden
between the VRT~ASP-W!II prediction and both of the inter
change triplet band origins and interchange splittings of
n8 acceptor wag. An experimental observation not correc
described in the prediction is the ‘‘2’s’’ sub-band of then6

in-plane bend at 103 cm21. However, this transition has als
proven a challenge for other potentials, including SAPT-5
and will be better understood once more data are availa
VRT~ASP-W!III improves substantially on virtually all of
the (H2O)2 predictions relative to versions I and II. It mark
an improvement over SAPT5st in terms of the band origin
the ‘‘1’s’’ and ‘‘2’s’’ of the acceptor wag~108.17 and 99.93
cm21, compared to 113.39 and 110.00 cm21 for SAPT5st,
and 107.93 and 97.71 for the experiment!, as well as the
acceptor switching~28.24 cm21, compared to23.39 cm21

for SAPT5st, and210.20 for the experiment!. However,
SAPT5st provides a more accurate prediction for the b
origin of the ‘‘2’s’’ of the donor torsion@64.52 cm21, com-
pared to 73.28 cm21 for VRT~ASP-W!III, and 64.44 cm21
Downloaded 25 Jun 2002 to 128.32.220.140. Redistribution subject to A
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for the experiment#, but this is expected, since SAPT5st w
‘‘tuned’’ to the (H2O)2 data itself.

B. Ground-state structure

The ground-state structural properties of (H2O)2 ,
(D2O)2 , and partially deuterated isotopes have been pre
ously determined by Odutola and Dyke from their micr
wave spectroscopy results.53 Their (D2O)2 rotational con-
stants, dipole moment, and equilibrium structural parame
are presented in Table IX. The large error bars on theu’s
reflect the uncertainties due to the flat and anharmonic na
of the potential and the limited data set used in that deter
nation. The ROO is an upper bound to the equilibrium
oxygen–oxygen separation. In Odutola and Dyke’s estim
tion of the effect of anharmonicity, using the force consta
of the dimer calculated by Curtiss and Pople at t
HF/6-31G* level,54 the maximum correction to the distanc
should be 0.03 Å so that 2.946 Å<ROO<2.976 Å. There is,
however, considerable doubt as to the accuracy of this st
tural determination, again reflecting the limited availab
data. A number of high levelab initio studies of the water
dimer find ROO to be shorter, in the range 2.89–2.95
Additionally, the values of theu’s are sensitive to the level o
theory and basis set. As an example, Xantheas55 found that at
the HF/aug-cc-pVDZ level, the equilibrium structure
ROO53.032 Å, ua546.2°, andud557.8°. At the MP2/aug-
cc-pVDZ level these parameters change toROO52.920 Å,
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ua549.3°, and ud552.0°, and at the MP/aug-cc-pVT
level, ROO52.898 Å, ua549.0°, andud552.2°.

For comparison, the ground-state equilibrium and vib
tionally averaged properties of VRT~ASP-W!II are shown in
Table IX. Included areD0 and an estimate ofDe of
VRT~ASP-W!III. In the original ASP-W surface, the dime
equilibrium structure does not have a plane of symme
(Cs) as the hydrogen-bonded proton lies slightly off of t
mirror plane (Cl). Millot and Stone48 considered this to be
an artifact, as experimental evidence is strongly in favor o
minimum structure with a plane of symmetry. The minimu
of VRT~ASP-W!II does in fact haveCs symmetry. For the
equilibrium structure of VRT~ASP-W!II, ROO is essentially
in perfect agreement with the bestab initio predictions56 and
the twou angles are within the~large! error bars of Odutola
and Dyke. We have also calculated expectation values
^ROO&, ^ua&, and ^ud& in the ground states of both (H2O)2

and (D2O)2 by diffusion Quantum Monte Carlo methods.57

We find that the effective potentials for these three degree
freedom are strongly anharmonic and very flat near the m
mum energy configuration, as shown in Fig. 5. The expe
tion values for both angles differ from their equilibrium va
ues by about 8°, and̂ROO& is almost 0.04 Å larger than th
equilibrium value of 2.952 A. We also find that the sum a
difference of theB and C rotational constants are in goo
agreement with the experimental values. TheA constant is
not as close to experiment as areB andC, but is quite rea-
sonable considering the difficulty in precisely determini
this quantity. Presently, the three best measurements ofA are
125.8 GHz,33 124.9 GHz,35 and 125.6 GHz,39 while the vi-
brationally averaged value from VRT~ASP-W!II is 121.9
GHz.

The dipole projection on theA-axis is a combination of
the monomer permanent moments and induced moments
can estimatema as

ma5m0@cosua1cosud#~112aR23!,

wherem0 is the permanent monomer dipole~1.855 a.u.!, R is
the separation of polarizability sites~ROO for these poten-
tials!, and a is the isotropic polarizability@a51/3(axx

1ayy1azz)51.470 A3#. This equation only accounts fo
dipole-induced dipoles and neglects contributions fr
higher-order moments, as well as effects of the slightly
isotropic nature of the polarizability. Olthof, van der Avoir
and Wormer estimate that this is accurate to about 0.117

Both the calculated equilibrium and vibrationally averag
ma’s reproduce the experimental values within the stated
certainties.

In addition to the structural properties of the grou
state, we can also compare the zero-point and equilibr
dissociation energies~D0 and De , respectively! determined
in thermal conductivity experiments of Curtiss, Frurip, a
Belander.58 D0 is the measured property;De was estimated
by adding the zero-point energy calculated at the HF/4
Glevel of theory by Curtiss and Pople.54 The values they
reported for (D2O)2 are D0523.66 kcal mol21 and De

525.40 kcal mol21. Since it is known that the water dime
potential is very anharmonic, it is generally agreed that
magnitude of thisDe is an upper bound. High levelab initio
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calculations obtainDe'24.7 to 25.1 kcal mol21.3,26,59,60

The D0 and De of both VRT~ASP-W!II and III are well
within the range of the best theoretical estimates.

C. Second virial coefficients

To further characterize VRT~ASP-W!II, we have calcu-
lated the temperature dependent second virial coefficie
~SVC!. The SVC are calculated as the sum of the class
component

Bcl~T!52
1

2 E ^e2U12 /kT21&v1v2
dr,

and first-order quantum corrections

Bq~T!5
\

24~kT!3 F ^F2&0

M
1(

a

^Ta
2&0

I aa
G ,

FIG. 5. Diffusion Quantum Monte Carlo probability plots for (D2O)2 and
(H2O)2 on the VRT~ASP-W!II IPS. Expectation values forROO, ua , andud

are shown in Table IX.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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where^F2& and ^T2& are the mean-square force and torqu
respectively, experienced by one molecule due to the in
action with another andU12 is the pair potential energy. Th
sum ofa is over the principal axis of the molecule,M is the
molecular mass,Ta is the torque about thea axis, andI aa is
the moment of inertia associated with this axis. As the S
serve as a measure of the volume of the potential wel
addition to the well depth, they are particularly importa
since the error bars on the experimentally determinedD0 and
De are so large.

To calculateB(T), we used the Orient program.61 Inte-
gration was performed using the Monte Carlo scheme witR
varied from 0–30 bohr in increments of 0.5 bohr. The pot
tial was integrated over a total of 10 000 points. By meas
ing the convergence ofB(T), versus the number of integra
tion points, we estimate that the calculated values
accurate to about62%. The data are plotted in Fig. 6. A
seen in this plot, the predicted SVCs of VRT~ASP-W!II are
essentially identical to the best experimental data62 available
for both (H2O)2 and (D2O)2 . We have not repeated thi
calculation for VRT~ASP-W!III, but a similar result is ex-
pected due to the overall similar spectroscopic predicti
between it and VRT~ASP-W!II.

D. Tunneling pathways

As discussed earlier, the water dimer undergoes th
classes of tunneling motions among the eight identical glo
minimum structures on the 6D IPS. These motions are
ceptor switching~AS!, interchange~I!, and bifurcation~B!,
and are manifested as a hierarchy of splittings in high re

FIG. 6. The temperature dependent second virial coefficients calcu
from VRT~ASP-W!II with quantum corrections, for D2O ~ ! and H2O
~ !, ASP-W with H2O ~¯!, TIP4P with H2O ~--•--!, and the H2O ~s!
and D2O ~h! experimental data of Kellet al. ~Ref. 62! B, the second virial
coefficient, is the deviation of the density of steam from the idea gas la
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lution microwave and infrared spectra. A description of the
rearrangements and their effects on the VRT spectra w
given in detail in Paper I.18

In 1990, Smithet al.63 reported a number of stationar
points on the water dimer surface calculated at MP2/6
1G(d,p) and higher levels of theory. The three lowest firs
order stationary point structures they found are believed
correspond to transition states of the rearrangem
pathways.63 Recently, Wales64,65 traced out these tunnelin
motions on a MP2/DZP1diff surface using the eigenvector
method following.66 He found that acceptor switching pro
ceeds by a methylaminelike pathway whereby the donor
tates about the hydrogen-bond axis, while the accep
simultaneously flips up~see Fig. 7!. In interchange, the
monomers rotate in a geared motion where the transi
state has atrans-configuration~see Fig. 8!. In bifurcation,
both monomers flip through a bifurcated transition st
without breaking theCs symmetry ~see Fig. 9!. The pre-
dicted transition state structures and relative energies
Smith et al. and Wales are compared in Table IX.

To analyze the VRT~ASP-W!II surface, we carried out
an extensive search for first-order stationary points using
Orient program, similar to the analysis of the ASP-W surfa
conducted by Millotet al.67 and the VRT~ASP-W! surface
by Fellerset al.23 As seen in Table IX, the acceptor switch
ing, interchange, and bifurcation tunneling barriers
VRT~ASP-W!II agree well with theab initio predictions of
Smith et al. and Wales. In particular, note that VRT~ASP-
W!II has corrected the reversed ordering of the accep
switching and interchange barriers present in the origi
ASP-W. Comparison is also made to the SAPT5st tunne
barriers calculated by Maset al.27 for (H2O)2 even though
VRT~ASP-W!II is an explicit (D2O)2 potential.

As in Wales’ study, we also traced out the VRT~ASP-
W!II tunneling pathways. We first located the first-order s

ed

.

FIG. 7. Acceptor switching tunneling path for (H2O)2 calculated at the
DZP1diff/BLYP level ~Ref. 64!. Figure courtesy of Prof. David Wales.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tionary points on ASP-W and VRT~ASP-W!II. We then veri-
fied the order of the stationary point by inspecting t
Hessian, where all real normal mode frequencies indica
minimum and one, only one, imaginary normal mode f
quency indicates a first-order stationary point. Tunnel
pathways were determined by following the minimum e
ergy pathways from a selected transition state to one of
global minima. The pathway from a transition state is de
mined by adding or subtracting a small displacement al
the normal mode corresponding to the unique imaginary

FIG. 8. Trans-interchange tunneling path for (H2O)2 calculated at the
DZP1diff/BLYP level ~Ref. 64!. Figure courtesy of Prof. David Wales.

FIG. 9. Bifurcation tunneling path for (H2O)2 calculated at the DZP
1diff/BLYP level ~Ref. 64!. Figure courtesy of Prof. David Wales.
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quency. All searches employed the eigenvector follow
method available in the Orient program, and the station
point geometries are given in Fig. 10. The interchange
bifurcation motions were essentially identical to Wales’ fin
ings. The acceptor switching motion appears to be sligh
different in that on the VRT~ASP-W!II surface, the accepto
flips up before the donor begins its methylamine like rotat
about the hydrogen bond. In Wales’ description, the mot
of the two monomers appears to be concerted. Additiona
we found that along the acceptor switching tunneling co
dinate, the VRT~ASP-W!II surface passes through thre
nearly identical first-order transition states. It is our bel
that these two additional structures are an indication that
surface has small bumps or ripples near the acceptor sw
ing tunneling barrier maximum. These findings are ess
tially identical to our earlier surface, VRT~ASP-W!.23

To quantify the rearrangement pathways and to g
some useful insight, we have measured the integrated p
length. The path length is defined asS5*ds, the integrated
arc length in the 18-dimensional nuclear configuration spa
S was calculated as a sum over the eigenvector-follow
steps:

S5 (
steps

S (
i

DQi
2D 1/2

,

whereDQi is the step for the nuclear Cartesian coordin
Qi and the outer sum is over all the eigenvector-followi
steps. BothS and theQi have dimension of length: no mas
weighting is involved. To further aid in our understandin
we have plotted the integrated pathways versus the bind
energy at each step. These plots, which we shall call ‘‘in

FIG. 10. Ground-state and first-order stationary point structures of ASP
and VRT~ASP-W!II. The labeling scheme is reproduced from Ref. 64.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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grated rearrangement pathway’’~IRP! plots, provide an ef-
fective 1-dimensional picture of a multidimensional tunn
ing barrier. The IRP plots are shown in Figs. 11–14 wh
we compare the pathways of ASPW and VRT~ASP-W!II. In
the acceptor switching pathways of Fig. 11, both ASPW a
VRT~ASP-W!II have a tunneling motion that generally pro
ceeds as follows. Moving in the forward direction along t

FIG. 11. IRP plots of the acceptor switching pathways of the ASPW~dotted
lines! and VRT~ASP-W!II ~solid lines! potentials. The VRT~ASP-W!II po-
tential begins at the ground state equilibrium energy (De) of 20.585 kJ/mol.
The ASPW IRP is normalized to the same starting energy to emphasiz
difference in the tunneling pathways. The numbered annotations refer t
first-order stationary points found in Fig. 10.

FIG. 12. IRP plots of thetrans-interchange pathways of the ASPW~dotted
lines! and VRT~ASP-W!II ~solid lines! potentials. Again, the ASPW IRP is
normalized to the same starting energy to emphasize the difference i
tunneling pathways, and the numbered annotations refer to the first-o
stationary points found in Fig. 10.
Downloaded 25 Jun 2002 to 128.32.220.140. Redistribution subject to A
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e

d

integrated pathway and starting with the ground state,
acceptor flips up to achieve structure 18. Then the donor
twists 180° about the hydrogen bond, passing through on
more geometries like structure 2 on its way back to
ground state. The VRT~ASP-W!II IRP passes through thre
first-order stationary points of similar energy: 18, 2a, and 2b.
ASPW only possesses 18 as a first-order stationary poin
ASPW also passes through structures very similar to 2a
2b and are seen as shoulders on the IRP plot at 3.5 and
bohr. These latter two geometries are not transition states

he
he

he
er

FIG. 13. IRP plots of thecis-interchange pathways of the ASPW~dotted
lines! and VRT~ASP-W!II ~solid lines! potentials, with the same energ
normalization for the ASPW IRP and the same reference to the numb
annotations.

FIG. 14. IRP plots of the bifurcation pathways of the ASPW~dotted lines!
and VRT~ASP-W!II ~solid lines! potentials, with the same energy norma
ization for the ASPW IRP and the same reference to the numbered an
tions.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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may be higher-order stationary points. The maximum bar
heights for ASPW and VRT~ASP-W!II are 3.317 and 1.880
kJ/mol, respectively, and the integrated pathlengths are 8
and 6.200 bohr, respectively.

Regarding the interchange pathways, there are two ty
that are distinguished by the geometry of the transition s
~see Fig. 12!. The more facile rearrangement passes thro
a trans-cyclic geometry~e.g., structures 4 and 48 of Fig. 10!
while the more hindered motion possesses a transition s
with a cis-geometry~e.g., structures 5 and 58 of Fig. 10!.
With the trans-interchange mechanism of VRT~ASP-W!II,
both monomers rotate in a concerted geared fashion th
symmetric about the transition state. Thetrans-interchange
pathway with ASPW, however, is not symmetrical. Movin
in the positive direction along the integrated pathlength~see
Fig. 12!, the geometry on the shoulder at 2.2 bohr is sim
to 18 with a'90° and the transition state is the nonsy
metrical cyclictrans-structure 48.

The cis-interchange pathways found on the ASP-W a
VRT~ASP-W!II surfaces are quite convoluted. Th
VRT~ASP-W!II pathway has a symmetriccis-cyclic structure
5 at the transition state~see Fig. 13!. The geometries of the
shoulders at 2.5 and 6.5 bohr are very similar to structur
The ASP-W surface actually has twocis-interchange path-
ways. The pathway with the lower barrier is similar to t
VRT~ASP-W!II pathway in the way that the monomers twi
in a concerted motion as they pass over the barrier. The o
pathway with the higher barrier has a transition state with
asymmetric cis-cyclic structure 58, the geometry of the
shoulder at 2.7 bohr similar to structure 2, and the shou
at 7.2 bohr similar to 18 with a'90°.

Compared to the acceptor switching and intercha
pathways, the bifurcation pathway is unremarkable~Fig. 14!.
The IRP plot shows that VRT~ASP-W!II has a smaller bar-
rier height and shorter integrated pathlength than ASP
Based uponab initio calculations of the bifurcation transitio
state, the barrier of VRT~ASP-W!II is probably too small.
Bifurcation tunneling is manifested as a very small shift
the E states relative to theA/B states, which is too small to
fit with quantitative accuracy in our calculation. Because t
shift is not actually included in the fit, the bifurcation barri
is unconstrained. To test that the barrier on the VRT~ASP-
W!II surface is reasonable, we calculated the VRT sta
with basis large enough (j max512) to converge the groun
stateE-levels with reasonable accuracy and find that the
ference between the calculated bifurcation shift versus
experimental bifurcation shift is,0.001 cm21.

E. Larger cluster characteristics

To further examine VRT~ASP-W!II, we have computed
both equilibrium and vibrationally averaged ground-st
structures,De , andD0 for cyclic D2O trimers and tetramers
which have been extensively studied by terahertz la
spectroscopy.68–70 The predictions were calculated by usin
DQMC on a trimer~tetramer! IPS constructed by pairwis
addition of the dimer potentials, followed by computing t
self-consistent, iterated,n-body induction. As shown in Table
X, good agreement is found with bothab initio and experi-
mental results, and again a significant improvement rela
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to ASP-W is found, which generally produced O–O d
tances that were too long. Once again, it should be noted
the above calculations were not repeated for VRT~ASP-
W!III due to the fact that the two IPS’s are so similar. Effe
tive pair potentials, such as TIP4P, are not able to reprod
the cluster features, yielding rather short O–O distances
binding energies that are too large. That a dimer poten
such as VRT~ASP-W!II does so well in calculating proper
ties of larger clusters is not entirely unexpected, as the do
nant n-body force is induction~polarization!, which is ex-
plicitly and rigorously treated by the polarizable VRT~ASP-
W!II potential. In contrast, effective pair potentia
parameterize the many-body forces in an average way
cording to bulk properties and so are unable to simu
neously describe both small clusters and the bulk. Moreo
the spectroscopic SAPT5 potentials24,25 do not include these
effects, and thus are not capable of describing larger clus
~or the liquid! without further modification. Our treatmen
does neglect the smaller three-body exchange and dispe
interactions, which must ultimately be included in a ful
rigorous treatment.

IV. DISCUSSION

In the course of producing these new VRT~ASP-W!II
and III surfaces, we have retained the desirable features o
predecessor,23 VRT~ASP-W!, while significantly improving
the accuracy of the induction energy by iterating to se
consistency. This improvement will give a more accurate
scription of the three-, four-, etc. terms, which are crucial
properly describing bulk water, one of the ultimate goals
this research. These new IPS afford an excellent reproduc
of experimental data, including (D2O)2 VRT spectra,
ground-state term values and dipole moments, dissocia
energies, second virial coefficients, and larger cluster ge
etries. VRT~ASP-W!II does not model the known (H2O)2

VRT spectra as well as that for (D2O)2 . but the results are
nevertheless satisfying, considering that only (D2O)2 VRT
data were incorporated into the fitting procedure. With onl

TABLE X. Geometrical parameters and energies for the D2O trimer and
tetramer cyclic ground state. Pairwise and iteratedn-body induction forces
are calculated to first-order, that is, induction is estimated by one p
through the self-consistency loop. Induction for VRT~ASP-W!II is iterated
to self-consistency. Vibrationally averaged structures and energies are
puted by the DQMC method. De and D0 specify the energy required to brea
all hydrogen bonds. Distances are in angstroms and energies in kcal/m

Expt.a VRT~ASP-W!II ASP-W TIP 4Pb Ab initioc

Trimer
Avg. ROO~eq! ¯ 2.776 2.881 2.764 2.804
Avg. ROO~vib! 2.845 2.86~12! ¯ ¯

De ¯ 16.05 14.82 16.73 16.68
D0 ¯ 11.34~3! ¯ ¯

Tetramer
Avg. ROO~eq! ¯ 2.703 2.866 2.730 2.771
Avg. ROO~vib! 2.789 2.78~1! ¯ ¯

De ¯ 28.761 24.33 27.87 28.57
D0 ¯ 21.34~3! ¯ ¯

aReference 74.
bReference 42.
cMP2/aug-cc-pVDZ with counterpoise correction~Ref. 75!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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few new experimentally observed transitions added to the
VRT~ASP-W!III shows a marked improvement in terms
the ability to reproduce (H2O)2 spectra. However, the two
new surfaces are otherwise similar, although the exten
and computationally expensive tests performed on versio
were not explicitly repeated for version III.

The principal approximation implicit in the
VRT~ASP-W! potential form is the constraint of freezing wa
ter monomer properties to equilibrium values. It is know
that the donor O–H bond actually elongates slightly~,1%!
upon hydrogen bond formation, accompanied by sma
changes in the bond angle.55,71Although these subtle effect
must eventually be included to obtain a ‘‘perfect’’ wat
dimer potential, to do so requires a complete 12D treatm
of the VRT dynamics and potential surface, which requi
more computing power than is currently available. Prelim
nary explorations indicate that the main effects of includ
monomer nonrigidity involve some reduction in the accep
switching splitting and a small~;0.1 kcal mol21! increase in
De . In any case, we expect the effects of monomer no
gidity on the fitted potential to be relatively minor;71

VRT~ASP-W!II is clearly quite close to the ‘‘exact’’ wate
dimer potential, and the refined version, VRT~ASP-W!III
shows still higher accuracy. Moreover, as computatio
power continues to increase, it will ultimately become po
sible to determine the small exchange-repulsion and dis
sion contributions to the many-body interactions72 that are
operative within aggregates of water molecules, as well a
further refine subtle features of the dimer potential by co
paring results computed rigorously from this dimer poten
with the precise VRT data measured for the water trim
tetramer, pentamer, and hexamer. Considering that the
glected many-body terms constitute a small fraction of
condensed-phase water force field,73 this rigorous determina
tion of the polarizable water dimer potential surface impl
that a truly rigorous molecular description of the force fie
of solid and liquid water may be close at hand.
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